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introduction and summary

LATINA
GIRLS
HAVE BIG
DREAMS

98 percent want to graduate from
high school,1 85 percent are interested
in college, and 69 percent are
interested in graduate school.2

But unspoken challenges with
mental health push too many Latina girls into feeling
invisible and unsupported at school, making those dreams
harder to achieve. Latina girls nationwide are experiencing
extraordinarily high rates of sadness, hopelessness, and
suicidal thoughts and behavior. In 2017, half of all Latina
girls in Philadelphia and nationwide reported they were
persistently sad or hopeless, and over one in five considered
suicide.3
Mental health can affect a student’s success in school and in
life, but a culture of stigma and shame—in society at large
and within the Latinx4 community—means that it’s spoken
of less than other challenges Latina girls face. Mental health
disabilities are often “invisible” disabilities that are hard to
recognize—and this culture of stigma, shame, and silence
makes girls with these “invisible” struggles feel like they
cannot talk about it or they should not get help. These barriers
create a culture of invisibility that leaves too many girls to
struggle in schools unsupported and unseen.

This report was co-written with Latina5 middle and high
school students attending public schools in Philadelphia.
These student co-authors reject the culture of invisibility by
breaking the silence to tell schools and policymakers what
they need to do to support Latina students when they struggle
with mental health challenges. They speak about the need to
change school culture, to build mental health support into
the school setting, to affirm their identities in the school
curriculum, and to know their rights. While centering the
voices and leadership of Latina girls, a group experiencing
heightened mental health concerns, the recommendations in
this report will help all students—because all students benefit
from being in a school that supports positive mental health.
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We wrote this report because in
Philadelphia and across the country, the
mental health needs of Latina girls are
often ignored, inadequately addressed,
or exacerbated in schools that don’t
want to, or don’t know how to, support
them. Latina girls are resilient and want
to succeed6—so schools must support
them in doing so. If students don’t get
needed mental health supports in school,
succeeding in education and career can
be much harder, and many students
can be pushed out of school altogether.
School pushout happens when schools
actively expel or suspend students, but
it can also take other forms. Sometimes,
lack of mental health support can
cause girls to fade out through chronic
absenteeism and disengagement from
schools that don’t pay attention to
them or their needs. This is a particular
concern for Latinas, whose high school
completion rates remain lower than
their peers. In fact, more than one in five
Latinas has not completed high school by
age 29.7 Unmet mental health needs have
also been recognized as a reason that
some Latinas struggle to complete their
college education.8

“

Some
people don’t see
schools’ roles are
in giving support
to students, but
this is the place I
develop most as a
human being and
spend the most
of my formative
years at. School’s
role should be
developing us, not
making workers.”
Yesenia Y.
Rodriguez, 12th
Grade, Central
High School and
Youth United
for Change
Representative

But there is potential for change, with schools leading
the way by providing key mental health supports for
students in an accessible way. Nationally, fewer than one
in six children who need mental health services receive
them (16 percent), and of those who do, 80 precent
obtain mental health services in school settings.9
This report focuses on Philadelphia because it has the
potential to build on some positive policy starts. In 2017,
the city began a pilot program to place social workers
in 21 schools to address student behavioral and mental
health needs. But schools overall still lack culturally
competent mental health professionals who can
address the needs of Latina and Latinx students
through school-based programming.10
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Philadelphia also piloted community schools in
2016 and expanded the number of community
schools in 2017 to a total of 12. Community schools
are based on the idea that a successful school is one
that integrates community programs—like health
services and food support—recognizing that for
students to be successful, the needs of the entire
family should be met. These schools have been
prioritized to receive social workers through
the pilot program.
Because Philadelphia’s community schools program
and social worker pilot program have only existed
for two years, outcomes are still being measured.
However, the first study of their community
schools’ progress shows some bright spots: student
participation in community school programs
and services is high, and community school
coordinators are effective in making these programs
and services happen.11 But many students and
some teachers reported that the schools need more
services that match their needs—including mental
health services.

By building on promising starts,
and following the lead of its Latina
girls, Philadelphia has the potential
to be a national leader in creating
safe, supportive school climates
for all students. To do so, it is
necessary to both examine where
Philadelphia schools are falling
short and to implement strategies
for change. We hope that this
report will push and enable schools
and policymakers to create schools
where Latinas, and all students,
can thrive.
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METHOD
OLOGY
NWLC
conducted
listening
sessions with
21 students—

twenty Latina and one nonbinary
Latinx—who are presently or have
recently been enrolled in Philadelphia
traditional public, charter, or
alternative middle and high schools.
Two of the schools represented serve
primarily Latinx students. Two of the
co-authors are student representatives
from Youth United for Change.
Prior to the listening sessions,
students were given a written and
verbal project description as well as
the opportunity to opt in or out of
participating in the project, including
being recognized as co-authors of the
report.
During the listening sessions,
students were asked about their
suggestions related to mental health
in schools and were asked to provide
feedback on policy proposals
developed by NWLC. Recognizing
the sensitivity of the topic, students
were not asked or expected to share
their own mental health histories, but
some chose to independently share
past experiences. Every listening
session was recorded and transcribed.
Not all listening session participants
chose to become co-authors.
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In addition to the listening
sessions, the co-authors were given
the opportunity to provide written
accounts of their experiences.
Each co-author was also given the
chance to confirm or edit their
transcribed account. Co-authors
determined how they would be
identified, including what names
they preferred and whether they
wanted their ages, grades, or schools
listed. This report only includes
accounts confirmed by the coauthors. All co-authors and listening
session participants were given a
small stipend for their time and
thoughtful engagement in the report.
Throughout the report, phrases like
“students want,” “students support,” or
“students feel” reflect the views of the
co-authors unless otherwise cited.
The participants are students in
grades 8 through 12. Some students
self-identified as LGBTQ. Reflecting
the diversity of the Latinx community,
the students represent different races,
national origins, and languages
spoken.

More than
one in five
Latina high
school girls
(22.2 percent)
considered
suicide.

More than
one in ten
(10.5 percent)
attempted
suicide.12

IN
PHILADELPHIA
in 2017, just over
half (50.9 percent)
of Latina high
school girls felt
persistently sad
or hopeless.

In 2017, close to half (46.8 percent) of all U.S. Latina high school girls

felt persistently sad or hopeless to the point of being unable to engage in some
usual life activities. This is compared to an already high 31.5 percent of high school
students overall, and 21.2 percent of Latino boys.

“SADNESS

More than
one in five
(22.6 percent)
considered
suicide.

DRAINS
ON
ME”
MENTAL HEALTH

More than
one in seven
(14.6 percent)
attempted
suicide.

AND LATINA GIRLS
According
to CDC
data, these
numbers
have not
substantially
changed in
twenty
years.

“
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More than
two in
three (69.0
percent) felt
persistently
sad or
hopeless.

For lesbian,
bisexual, and
queer Latina
girls in
Philadelphia,
the picture
is especially
dire.13

With all that stress, sadness drains on me.
There’s a lot of things that happen during school
that make me sad.” Alisha Parra, 15, 10th Grade,
Esperanza Academy Charter School
Nearly half
(45.3 percent)
seriously
considered
suicide.

Nearly
two in
five (39.6
percent)
attempted
suicide.

THERE IS NO OTHER WORD FOR IT: THIS IS A CRISIS.
1	All statistics in this section are from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s Youth Risk Behavior Survey. U.S. Dep’t
of Health and Human Serv., Ctrs. for Disease Ctrl. and Prevention, 2017 Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance
5
System, available at https://www.cdc.gov/healthyyouth/data/yrbs/index.htm.

NO
ESTAMOS
SOLAS:
CHALLENGES
FACING
LATINA
GIRLS

Despite these startling
statistics, not enough research

has focused on Latinas’ mental
health, so trying to determine why
this is the reality for many Latina girls
can be complicated. There is no single answer. Instead, a variety of
social and cultural experiences, including harassment, harmful gender
expectations, and lack of healthcare access, likely intersect in ways that
are particularly harmful to Latina girls. Not all of these experiences will
be true for every Latina girl struggling with mental health, but they are
part of a broader picture of undervaluing Latina girls in society at large.

While these mental health challenges for Latina girls predate the 2016
election, researchers are beginning to explore how the current political
climate could negatively impact mental health outcomes for Latinx
adults and children over time. For example, a recent study found that
President Trump’s anti-immigrant policies are leading to anxiety and
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) in Latinx adults, who are passing
these long-term mental health issues on to their adolescent children.14
These results were consistent whether the Latinx adults were immigrants,
permanent residents, or U.S. citizens. NWLC’s 2017 Let Her Learn survey
found that more than half (55 percent) of all Latina girls are worried
about a friend or family member being deported,
nearly one in four (24 percent) has been harassed
because of her family’s name or country of origin,
and more than one in five (22 percent) has been
At my
harassed or bullied since the 2016 election.15
old school

Both immigrant and U.S. citizen Latinx children
are missing school and struggling in classes since
the election, fearful of immigration consequences
for their families.16 In one study, almost 90
percent of surveyed administrators observed
“behavioral and emotional” problems in their
immigrant students, nearly 60 percent reported
higher absenteeism, and 70 percent reported
student academic decline.17

“

the counselor
would try to
make me feel
like what I was
going through
was my fault.”
Angela C., 17,
El Centro de
Estudiantes

Philadelphia’s Immigrations and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) office is the most active and
aggressive in the country, arresting more immigrants without criminal
convictions than any other ICE region nationwide.18 Philadelphia Latinx
students may experience particularly high levels of related fear and
distress as a result.
6
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Gender norms and societal expectations
can also play a role in the mental health
challenges Latinas face. Compared to
boys, Latina girls are often expected to put
others first and are given the message that
focusing on themselves is selfish.19 Where
present, these expectations can make it
especially difficult for first- and secondgeneration American Latina girls who feel
pressure to assimilate to a U.S. cultural
view that emphasizes independence and
freedom. The impossibility of reconciling
these conflicting sets of expectations has
been linked to the high suicide attempt
rates for Latina girls in particular.20

mental health conditions.”23 Latinxs have
the highest uninsured rate of any racial
or ethnic group in the U.S. Language and
cultural barriers, combined with lack of
access to preventive care, also prevent
many Latinxs from getting needed
healthcare,24 including mental healthcare.

Even with all of these challenges, some
Latina mental health advocates note
the difference in national attention that
Latinas receive around mental health.
Despite Latina girls having such high
rates of suicide attempts, while white
students that die by suicide may garner
national attention, reports of Latinx
Latina girls and women in the U.S.
youth suicide are confined to local
and in Latin America also experience a
outlets, if reported at all. For example,
high rate of gender-based violence rooted the story of Alexandra Valoras, a white
in the culture of machísmo,
17-year-old girl who killed
or toxic masculinity, and
herself in March 2018, was
in harmful stereotypes of
covered in national news
When
Latinas as hypersexual.21
outlets, including CBS
we ask for
Around one in three
Evening News,25 Yahoo
Latina women experience help, there’s
News,26 and the Boston
physical violence by an
Globe.27 In contrast,
always a lot
intimate partner at some
of Carla Gabrielle
of pushback.” coverage
point in their lives. More
Ballesteros, a 16-year-old
Yesenia Y.
than half (53 percent)
Latina high school student
Rodriguez,
report at least one
who died by suicide in May
victimization (including
2018, was confined to the
12th Grade,
stalking, physical violence, Central High
Reno Gazette Journal.28 In
sexual assault, and threats)
the wake of 18-year-old
over a lifetime. More than School and
Tyler Clementi’s suicide
Youth United
six in ten (63 percent) of
after he was cyberbullied
those women experienced for Change
for being gay, his story
multiple acts of
Representative received widespread
victimization.
media coverage, a federal
anti-harassment bill
Bryn Mawr Professor Dr. Carolina
was introduced in his name,29 and a
Hausmann-Stabile, one of the few
foundation was created in his memory.
researchers who focuses on mental health
In contrast, Gabrielle Molina, a 12-yearfor Latina girls, reports that, “Latina
old Latina girl who was also cyberbullied
girls are...telling us that they are more
into suicide, received a day of press
victimized sexually, and that they are
coverage in a smattering of outlets days
more fearful of going to school because
after her death.30 The story of T.G.
they have been assaulted at school or they
Garcia, a 14-year-old Latino boy who
have been threatened at school, or they
killed himself in 2014 after relentless
have been bullied. It speaks of a context of
homophobic and racist harassment from
vulnerability.”22
classmates, only received press coverage
after his mother sued the school
Finally, although the Latinx community
district two years later.31 The stories of
does not have a higher susceptibility to
Alexandra and Tyler deserve widespread
developing mental health disabilities
compared with other groups, lack of access attention; the lives and experiences of
Carla, Gabrielle and T.G. should be a
to treatment puts Latinxs “at a higher risk
part of the national conversation as well.
for more severe and persistent forms of

“
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“

NO
SOMOS
“LOCAS”:
THE IMPACT
OF STIGMA

Mental health is always put into a
negative light. People judge you, and it’s
not something you control.” Alisha Parra,
15, 10th Grade, Esperanza Academy
Charter School
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Latina girls confront a paradox— students report they
are thought of as “crazy,” but also feel they get less support than
white girls in addressing mental health concerns. Too often, societal
stereotypes cast Latina mental health struggles as a cultural flaw
rather than legitimate health concerns.

“

I see all these posts on
social media about Black girls
and Hispanic girls, that we’re
really crazy. I feel like for us, they
see us as we’re just crazy. But if
a white girl is acting crazy they
think that something is really
wrong. But for us, oh no, she’s
crazy.” Dianaliz Santiago, 18, El
Centro de Estudiantes
A strong stigma around mental illness exists in society at large and within
the Latinx community. It is often seen as “selfish” to have mental health
needs, and the message is then to “get over it.” Girls, who more than boys
are expected to put others first, are hit by this message especially hard.32
This stigma, combined with a lack of culturally competent health care
providers, means that girls who need help often will not seek it out. In
schools with school-based health centers, Latinx students have fewer
mental health visits than their white and Black peers—and girls have
fewer visits than boys.33

“

People say ‘get over it,’
it’s not that bad, just move
on. They don’t stop and ask
‘What have you been going
through?’ They just say
‘get over it.’” Ivonne, 15,
9th Grade, Esperanza
Academy Charter School
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“

I feel
administration
sees education
as a privilege
rather than a
right.” Yesenia
Y. Rodriguez,
12th Grade,
Central High
School and
Youth United
for Change
Representative

“THEY DON’T
RECOGNIZE
US AS HUMAN
BEINGS”:
MENTAL
HEALTH AND
SCHOOL
PUSHOUT
12

“

I, myself, suffer with depression and anxiety.
So, for me, when I was younger, I was really, really—
to be social, I couldn’t do it. I would sweat a lot and
get this knot in my stomach and it was just hard.
Depression, it would make me cry for no reason.
It was really bad. I learned to cope with it, but it
still gets me sometimes. Some schools, they’re
just there to get their money. They’ll say one little
thing and send you back to class.” Angela C., 17, El
Centro de Estudiantes
Negatively impacting—or being harmfully
indifferent to—student mental health can push students
out of school.

When students’ needs are not taken seriously, they may feel that
their schools do not support or value them and then disengage.
Poor mental health can also impact academic performance and
lead to chronic absenteeism.

“

Schools are not passive bystanders regarding student mental
health—for students, they play a key role. Supportive counselors,
teachers, and other school staff can make sure mental health needs
are identified and supported so students can succeed to their full
potential in schools. In contrast, a lack of support can be another
source of toxic stress.

Counselors can act like they’re reading off of
a script. Not just counselors, but a lot of staff don’t
really recognize us as human beings, just people they
have to teach at all day long . . . Schools cause a lot of
toxic stress. At best, they’re neutral. At worst, they’re
definitely toxic and go against what we actually need.”
Yesenia Y. Rodriguez, 12th Grade, Central High School
and Youth United for Change Representative

“

When going to counselors, I would come out feeling worse than I
did before. They were not supportive at all. It was like I went there for
no reason and I told this stranger everything that I’m going through
and now I feel worse about myself. There’s a lack of support. Often
they don’t try to help. They listen and say something that doesn’t
help at all.” Anonymous, 12th Grade, Central High School
and Youth United for Change Representative
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BREAK
THE
PATTERN:
LISTEN
TO GIRLS
An important piece is missing

from the limited national conversation around
Latina girls and mental health: the voices of the
girls themselves. Girls know what supports they
need. Latina women are already #CalladitasNoMore:
many are breaking the silence around mental
health and other challenges they face and
becoming community leaders on these issues.34
Latina girls are leaders too, and it’s time to listen.

“

Philadelphia can lead the way in reimagining
what safe, supportive schools can be. While the
city has taken some initial steps by promoting
community schools and increasing the number
of school social workers, more must be done. By
listening to Latina students and supporting their
mental health, Philadelphia can set an example
for the nation.

Schools don’t know what to do with
a student’s mental health.” Alisha Parra,
15, 10th Grade, Esperanza Academy
Charter School
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“

My school
is pretty good,
but most
schools are not.
Budgets get cut
for counselors
and they don’t
get resources.”
Angela C., 17,
El Centro de
Estudiantes

“

In the Philadelphia area, with Black
and brown communities, and low-income
communities, if we’re not getting support at
home, we’re getting the opposite of support at
school. Schools are supposed to be there to help
students and help society reach its full potential,
but right now it feels like it’s going backwards.”
Yesenia Y. Rodriguez, 12th Grade, Central
High School and Youth United
for Change Representative
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NOT SILENCE

SIN
NO SILENCIO.
SOMOS
NOT
STIGMA.
SINCALLADITAS:
ESTIGMA.
GIRLS’
NOT
SHAME
RECOMMEN-

SINDATIONS
VERGÜENZA.
FOR

SUPPORT.
SUPPORTIVE
SCHOOLS

APOYO.

NOT SILENCE.
SIN SILENCIO.
NOT
STIGMA.
SIN ESTIGMA.
NOT SHAME
SIN VERGÜENZA.

SUPPORT.
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CHANGING
SCHOOL
CULTURE
Our society promotes a
powerful culture of silence, stigma,

“

and shame surrounding depression, anxiety,
and other mental health problems. It is
much easier to view poor mental health
as a personal failing than to expend time
and resources supporting students. But
that type of school culture harms students,
who are demanding change. Students want
culture change that is comprehensive and
ongoing, that involves everybody in the
school including students, teachers, support
staff, and administrators, and that touches
on every aspect of the school experience.
This culture change includes training staff,
addressing stigma, and building supportive
practices. Schools should also make time
and space to address student needs, and
make sure there are enough adults in the
school that students can talk to, relate to,
and get help from.

Last year I was going through a lot of stuff.
And one of my teachers would treat me differently
from other students. I was out a lot for mental
health reasons, and I tried to talk to her because
I saw my grades slipping and didn’t want to fail,
tried to talk to her to see if there’s anything I could
do to restore my grades. I got more personal and
told her the reasons why, the depression, and she
blamed it on me not coming to school. She said
my depression was caused by me missing school.
It made me feel less than.” Anonymous, 12th
Grade, Central High School and Youth United for
Change Representative
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MENTAL
HEALTH
TRAINING
While many teachers and school staff

take on informal counseling roles, students do not expect
all staff to have formal training in counseling. Students
do expect all staff to have knowledge and understanding
of mental health and related disabilities. Our Let Her
Learn survey showed that 90 percent of Latina girls want
teachers and staff trained to recognize signs of trauma
or mental illness.35 Nineteen states currently encourage
or require mental health training, following the CDC’s
“Whole School, Whole Community, Whole Child”
framework that recognizes successful schools as those that
see health as integral to school success. However, because
the CDC’s framework is structured as guidelines and
recommendations, states like Pennsylvania have selectively
adopted it. For example, instead of requiring comprehensive
mental health training as recommended by the CDC,
Pennsylvania only requires some staff to have a few hours of
suicide prevention training every five years.
Students recommend that all school staff receive training by
mental health professionals to:
1. Better understand what students go through
2. Stop practices that aggravate mental health concerns
3. Spot warning signs that a student needs mental
health support
4. Know what to do to make sure students get such
support, and
5. Build a positive mental health culture.
This training should extend to guidance counselors, who
are not always adequately trained in mental health support.
Mental health training and education can also be offered to
parents in the school setting.
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“

Teachers need to be
trauma informed, because
some things they say can
really trigger a student.
They’re not aware of what
they’re saying or how their
actions can really affect
someone.” Anonymous,
12th Grade, Central High
School and Youth United for
Change Representative

“

“

All staff need to
be trained to provide
an active mental
health culture in
the school.” Yesenia
Y. Rodriguez, 12th
Grade, Central High
School and Youth
United for Change
Representative

Parents should be educated on
mental health issues too. Hearing from
someone else who went through it can
make it click (understandable).” Daiana
Espindola, 16, 10th Grade, Esperanza
Academy Charter School
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“

“

I feel like
schools should
always have
teachers ask how
we feel in the
morning. Some
teachers do it but
not everyone.”
Dianaliz Santiago,
18, El Centro de
Estudiantes
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Other schools
will just say ‘put
your head down’ or
‘take a walk’ and it’s
not helpful. I need
someone to talk to
me, I need someone
that understands
me and supports
me.” Shallaira D.
Suarez Alicea, 18,
12th Grade, El Centro
de Estudiantes

SCHOOL
STAFF
CAN END
STIGMA AND
PROACTIVELY
BUILD A
CULTURE
OF SUPPORT
By the time a student is really
struggling with her mental health, it may be

“

too late for her to feel comfortable asking for help—
especially if she is unsure of how an adult may react.
The possibility of being judged can feel like too big a
risk to take. Research at the college level has shown
that due to stigma, most students who have mental
health needs do not disclose them, and actually seek
to hide these problems to the detriment of their
schoolwork.36 Because stigma makes students fear
disclosing that they need help, proactively building
a supportive school culture that seeks to reduce
such stigma is vital.

When I was at Parkway Center, I remember
something happened and I went to talk to the
counselor. But she was kinda judging me. That’s how
I felt, she was judging me. She was like, ‘How did you
even get to that point, you should have known better.’
But here at El Centro I feel like I can talk to anybody. At
other schools, all they’re worried about is ‘just get your
work done.’ They don’t think that other stuff, real life
things, get in the way of us doing our work.” Dianaliz
Santiago, 18, El Centro de Estudiantes
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A
supportive
adult is:

Honest, openminded, good vibes, accepting, non-judgmental,
connection, authentic, open, caring, understanding, good listener,
non-biased, calm presence, attentive, proactive

An
unsupportive
adult is:

Demanding, not caring, closed, ignorant, selfish, unfair,
judgmental, bad vibes, cold, coldhearted, push you down,
“get out of my face,” “stop wasting my time”

“

I’ve had better conversations with the
janitors than I’ve had with teachers and
counselors.” Yesenia Y. Rodriguez, 12th Grade,
Central High School and Youth United for
Change Representative
Some specific practices that teachers and school staff can
use to proactively build a culture of support:

“

	You know how like on the first day of
school, I think all schools do this, they give
you a little paper and you write like your
name, what you like, I feel like they should
do something like that, like what you want
people to do if you’re having like a little
breakdown or something, like how you
want the teacher to respond to it.
Because I feel like that’s important,
because if something happens in school
and it’s distracting you from learning,
instead of the teacher being like ‘That’s
not my job, I’m just here to teach,’ it’s like
you should make the students feel like
they can learn.” Angela C., 17, El Centro
de Estudiantes
24

One way to provide some missing supports to students is
to boost pre-existing services to include mental health. For
example, students in Philadelphia schools are required to
visit the school nurse at least once each year for a check-up.
This check-up could include a mental health check in, so
that students have a one-on-one space to talk to a nurse or
counselor about any concerns they might have. To address
the issue of stigma, mental health services should be treated
as regular health care for all students, not as something
unusual or only for some kids.

NONJUDGMENTAL

CALM PRESENCE

PROACTIVE
IGNORANT

COLD
STOP WASTING


“

MY TIME

Here we talked about what our triggers
are so everyone can know like, these are
our boundaries, and what to do if someone
does get triggered, how to handle it. We
made plans—some of us might like to read,
or take a walk, and we can all respect that.”
Gennessy, 16, El Centro
de Estudiantes

“

They had us write and create “safety pins” in
front of our lanyards for people to read to know what
to do if we’re anxious or angry, so they know whether
to step away to talk to you or help another way.”
Dianaliz Santiago, 18, El Centro de Estudiantes

“

My advisor, he be texting us, if you come in late,
he’ll ask where you at, stuff like that.” Gennessy, 16,
El Centro de Estudiantes
25

A MENTAL
HEALTH
BREAK
SPACE
Tilden Middle School, one of Philadelphia’s

first community schools, is leading the way in
providing students with a mental health break space,
or ‘calming room,’ co-designed with behavioral health
experts.37 Students can use this space to do guided
meditations, draw, listen to music, or use other tools
to decompress. Trained staff are also available to talk
to students or help de-escalate a difficult situation.
Time in the calming room is limited and monitored,
so students do not miss too much class time, and go
to class feeling much better and ready to learn.

“

I would really love a mental health space. There
have been times when I’ve cried in school, but I can’t
cry during a math test, so I go into the bathroom and
just cry. Sometimes you go in there and you hear
crying in the stall next to you and you can’t do
anything.” Yesenia Y. Rodriguez, 12th Grade,
Central High School and Youth United for Change
Representative

“

[We need] a quiet room where students can relax.”
Angela C., 17, El Centro de Estudiantes
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“

Have a whole classroom just for
them. Have them write down what’s
making them feel like that and rip it
& throw it out or have them burn it to
make them feel better.” Shallaira D.
Suarez Alicea, 18, 12th Grade,
El Centro de Estudiantes

“

I think it should be a space with bean bags where people can
go to relax and breathe.” Alisha Parra, 15, 10th Grade, Esperanza
Academy Charter School

“

A room where they can be
comfortable for at least 10 min or
20 min.” Lovelia, 13, 8th Grade

“

It should be a place
comfortable, not too bright;
like a place you can relax
and zone out (meaning find
yourself again).” Angelika
Marie Gonzalez

“

“

They should put students who aren’t
comfortable with others in a separated room
to speak to someone alone to not feel lonely
to express themself.” Daiana Espindola, 16, 10th
Grade, Esperanza Academy Charter School

[We need a] counselor’s office or space to just sit in and
be excused. A “chill out” room. Comfortable environment.”
Anonymous, 12th Grade, Central High School and Youth
United for Change Representative

“

Peaceful, quiet, can listen to music, windows/plants for a more
psychological appeal, posters giving helpful info such as mindfulness
practices and inspiration to keep thriving, possible stress toys and aroma
scents.” Yesenia Y. Rodriguez, 12th Grade, Central High School and Youth
United for Change Representative, describing the sort of environment
that would be helpful
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STUDENT
CIRCLES
School and life outside school greatly

impact each other, so it’s important to provide time
and space in school for students to support each other
in handling both. It is also important to give students
tools to self-advocate and be able to name their needs
without fear of judgment.
Students at El Centro de Estudiantes and Esperanza
Academy have regular peer support “circles” where
they have time to check in with each other, discuss
life events, and support each other through struggles.
While circles generally have been discussed as a form
of restorative discipline (to address harm done within
the school community and re-build relationships),
they can also function as a regular mental health and
emotional support check-in. These teacher-facilitated
circles may take place during daily advisory periods,
or can be held at other times when needed.
Successful circles lay a positive foundation with trustbuilding activities and enforced norms of respect, so
students then feel comfortable sharing and receiving
support. Some girls prefer to have a circle with other
girls, to discuss shared experiences. Others feel that
mixed-gender circles can work well.
Dr. Mari Morales-Williams, a teacher at El Centro
de Estudiantes, has a regular circle practice. Students
in Dr. Mari’s circle check in by sharing how they
are feeling emotionally. She has a chart of different
emotions, so students learn to really identify what
they’re feeling—they can’t just say “fine” or “bad.”
The chart includes words like cheerful, loved, silly,
discouraged, ashamed, annoyed, and uncomfortable,
among many other choices. Sometimes there are
specific activities or topics addressed within the
circle, like discussing emotional triggers so students
know how best to support each other. Besides being
a regular daily practice, a circle can be held at any
time: for example, to address something harmful that
happened in school.
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SOMEONE
WHO
GETS IT
Having many supportive adults at school is

essential. But many students would feel most comfortable getting
support from someone who can understand what they are going
through. Fifteen out of 21 listening session participants said they
would feel more comfortable with a counselor who shares their
gender or gender identity, and many further specified they’d
prefer their counselor to be Latina.

Unfortunately, while Latina girls may look for supportive adults
who look like them, or who might be able to relate to them
based on their Latinx identity, they aren’t likely to find it. More
than eight in ten (82 percent) elementary and secondary publicschool teachers were white in 2011-12.38 In Philadelphia, only
three percent of teachers were Latina women during the 201617 school year,39 although Latina girls made up 9.4 percent of
students the year prior.40 Statewide, approximately 2.1 percent of
teachers were Latinx in the 2011-12 school year,41 while Latinx
students made up 10.4 percent of the student population in
2015-16.42
It’s estimated that in Fall 2018, more than one in four (27.5
percent) students entering public elementary and secondary
schools nationwide were Latinx. Meanwhile, just 11 percent of
students pursuing education majors in 2012 were Latinx.43 This
leaves Latinx students with too few teachers they may feel they
can relate to.
Federal and state actors should support efforts to build a pipeline
of Latinx teachers, and schools should be intentional about not
just hiring them but also retaining them. Latinx teachers enter
the profession at a rapidly growing rate, but also exit faster than
their peers because of bias and lack of support.44
Aside from race and gender, students especially want to speak
with someone open about their own mental health experiences.
Schools can work with community partners who can connect
with students around shared challenges, including mental health
challenges, and provide mentorship and support.
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“

Everyone goes
through things when
they’re growing up
in their childhood.
People who have
gone through similar
situations can help
you through it.”
Daiana Espindola,
16, 10th Grade,
Esperanza Academy
Charter School

“

“Someone who gets it” is...

An adult who has had struggles with mental health and also
younger.” Juju, 17, El Centro de Estudiantes

“

Someone who they can relate to or
wouldn’t judge them.” Gennessy, 16,
El Centro de Estudiantesl

“

The type of adult I think students would feel comfortable
speaking/working with on mental health issues is an adult who
can understand and actually listen. Someone who can relate too
and won’t judge them in any way.” Angelika Marie Gonzalez

“

Adults who have lived through the same struggles and
experiences we have are better with students.” Yesenia Y.
Rodriguez, 12th Grade, Central High School and Youth United
for Change Representative

“

I think the type of adult that me and other students would feel
comfortable speaking with on mental health issues would be an adult
that has gone through what students are right now.” Lovelia, 13, 8th Grade
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CULTURALLY
COMPETENT
MENTAL HEALTH
PROFESSIONALS
IN SCHOOL

“

I feel like it’s
very important to
have a mental health
professional separate
from a guidance
counselor who can
provide mental
health counseling
and treatment in
school. Most of the
time the counselors
don’t know what
they’re doing or what
they’re saying, and
even if they’re trying
to help, they’re not
helping at all. They’re
not really prepared
to fully help with
whatever is going
on, even if they
wanted to. Having
a professional in
the school would
benefit a lot.”
Anonymous, 12th
Grade, Central High
School and Youth
United for Change
Representative
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While guidance counselors
can be helpful, many students feel that
having only guidance counselors—especially
those who focus more on college admission
than student wellness—is not enough.
Students overwhelmingly support more
specific mental health training for guidance
counselors as well as teachers
and other staff.
While well-trained counselors can take an
important role in coordinating school-wide
supports, they do not have to work alone.
Having more culturally competent mental
health professionals in schools—whether
social workers or other mental health
professionals—can lead to more students
getting needed mental health support.
In the 2015-16 school year, the Philadelphia
School District had zero social workers,
110 psychologists (one for every 1,216
students) and 240 counselors (one for every
558 students—more than double the ratio
recommended by the American School
Counselor Association).45

Options for bringing mental health
professionals into the school
setting include:46
•	contracting with an outside agency or community
organization
•	staffing a mental health clinic within the school, or
• providing a school health center with mental health
as a sub-specialty.

The presence of mental health professionals alone is
not enough. Because of stigma, lack of language access,
and lack of professionals who understand struggles
specific to Latina and Latinx students, many Latina
students do not use mental health services when they are
available.47 However, there are successful models that can
be replicated. For example, the school-based Bridges/
Puentes program has successfully helped address Latinx
mental health needs.48 In that program, bilingual and
bicultural staff held regular mental health focused sessions
for children, for parents, and for children and parents
together. The program was facilitated by a school liaison
who kept communication open between children, parents,
and the school.
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MERECEMOS JUSTICIA:
FAIR ENFORCEMENT OF
SCHOOL POLICIES

“

If there’s a no-bullying policy, actually be
on top of it, and not just say you have a policy.”
Angelika Marie Gonzalez

Sometimes schools focus too much on enforcing policies

like dress codes, and too little on enforcing harassment and bullying
policies. Since vulnerability associated with harassment and bullying has
been connected to the high Latina sadness, hopelessness, and suicide
attempt rates,49 harassment and bullying policies must be seriously
enforced. In contrast, policies that make girls feel even more scrutinized
and vulnerable—like dress code policies—should be changed,
de-emphasized, or removed.50

SOMOS RESILIENTES:
CULTURALLY AFFIRMING
EDUCATION
When students don’t feel seen and valued in the world

around them, it is harder for them to see their own worth. In contrast,
students note that seeing themselves represented in the curriculum can
give a powerful sense of belonging and emphasize an identity of resilience.

“

In my Social Studies class, we was talking about like
colonization and how that affects us now, like how they
would bring all the slaves to Puerto Rico and stuff and how
our ancestors are from there, so now we know where we
came from.” Angela C., 17, El Centro de Estudiantes
Examples:
•	Esperanza Academy Charter School teaches a core ninth-grade course
called “Latino and African-American Perspectives on U.S. History.”
The school also highlights the Latinx experience in classes at all levels,
showing students that their histories and identities matter.
• Some Girls, a 2017 documentary that followed a group of Latina teens in
a suicide intervention program as they learned their ancestral histories,
has an accompanying curriculum that enables students at the elementary,
secondary, and college levels to explore themes of identity.51
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ESTAMOS
VIGILANDO:
ACCOUNTABILITY
AND RESPONDING
TO THE NEED

“

We always talk about these problems but we
never get the solution we want.” Alisha Parra, 15,
10th Grade, Esperanza Academy Charter School

A yearly climate survey of all Philadelphia District and charter
schools, with results publicly available on the School District website, asks
students about how safe they feel in school, whether they have been bullied,
and other measures of school climate.
Developers of this survey should collaborate with mental health
professionals to include questions related to student mental health on the
survey. One possibility is to mirror the Centers for Disease Control survey
and ask about persistent sadness and hopelessness, suicidal ideation, suicide
attempt, self-harm, and sexual harassment history. Questions about how
schools address mental health needs should also be included.
This survey data, especially focused on whether students feel their school
addresses mental health needs, would allow schools to determine whether
their efforts to build a positive mental health school culture are working.
It would also enable the District and charter schools to know how many
mental health professionals they need, and to ensure those professionals
and related programs reach the schools with students most in need.
Schools can also partner with academic researchers to learn more about
the needs of Latina students with mental health concerns in Philadelphia
schools.
Evaluation of responses should be regular and ongoing. Because Latina
girls’ mental health has been a concern for years, it will take comprehensive
and continuing work to address their needs. Accountability through data is
a crucial part of doing so.
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TENEMOS
DERECHOS
WE HAVE
RIGHTS
THE

IDEA AND SECTION 504

Many students don’t realize that if they are
struggling with mental health in school, they
have rights. There are two primary federal
laws that cover education for students with
disabilities, including mental health disabilities:
The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act52
(IDEA) and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act53 (Section 504).

These laws provide that students with disabilities
are entitled to a free and appropriate public
education. This means that students with mental
health disabilities can be entitled to classroom
accommodations and individualized learning
support, so they have fair access to the education
that students without disabilities get.

“

People don’t
know they have
access to mental
health support—
there are no posters
on the wall telling
you you can go to
this place, or these
are your rights.
They’ll have the
pledge of allegiance
up but not your
rights.” Yesenia
Y. Rodriguez, 12th
Grade, Central High
School and Youth
United for Change
Representative

Schools are required to actively identify students
entitled to accommodations under IDEA, as
well as evaluate students for IDEA services at
the parent’s request. The evaluation determines
whether a student has a disability that makes
it difficult for her to learn, and if so, whether
she needs specially designed instruction and support in the least restrictive
environment as a result. Students may be found eligible for special education
services under the IDEA under one of 13 broad categories of disabilities,
including mental health disabilities; once a student is found eligible, however,
the student should get whatever special education they need to address
their learning needs. If a student qualifies, she is entitled to receive an
Individualized Education Program (IEP) made by a team including parents,
teachers, and the child. This determines what individualized supports she
needs to succeed in school—for example, more time on tests.
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Section 504 is broader in scope, and theoretically many

students with disabilities can qualify for accommodations. A student’s
academic performance does not need to be affected by her disability to
qualify for services or accommodations under Section 504, although
that may be the case for many students who are entitled to services or
accommodations under the law. For example,
a 504 plan for a student with anxiety who is not
struggling academically may allow her to leave the
At another classroom for a walk when she feels too anxious.

“

school, I would
need to walk out
of the classroom
because I was feeling
anxious. But they
would just tell me
to go back to class.”
Juju, 17, El Centro de
Estudiantes

Bias leads to problems with identification and
education of students with disabilities. This makes
it important for Latinx and other students and
families to know their rights, so they can advocate
for themselves and their needs.

For example, a Latina student who is learning
English may be identified as having a disability
because she is struggling in class, although
the reason she is struggling is language access,
not disability. On the other hand, a school may assume that an English
Language Learner does not have a disability and only needs language
instruction, even when she does also have a disability. Bias can also inform
a school’s perception of who has a disability in other ways: for example, a
teacher may assume that a white student struggling to pay attention in class
has ADHD and refer them for evaluation, while assuming a Latina student
struggling to pay attention is just unmotivated and lazy.

“

Sometimes people don’t understand you’re
not doing your work because of different things,
teachers think you’re just being lazy.” Angela C.,
17, El Centro de Estudiantes
It is also possible that girls overall are being under-identified for supports.
Roughly half as many girls as boys are identified as having disabilities under
the IDEA.54 Latinas are even less likely than girls generally to be identified
as having a disability under the IDEA.55 While it is unclear to what extent
this may be driven by bias, one study has found that girls with similar needs
as boys are less likely to be referred for services.56 This under-identification
could be in part because girls’ disabilities tend to be less “visible.” Mental
health disabilities, for example, are already sometimes called “invisible”
disabilities because you generally can’t tell whether a person has a mental
health disability just by observing them. Added on to this, girls may be
more likely to internalize their struggles through anxiety, depression, and
withdrawal, while boys may be more likely to externalize their struggles by
being more disruptive in class.
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The U.S. Department of Education has made
it clear that schools are breaking the law both
when they over- and under-identify students.57
Too often, rather than recognizing and
providing accommodations for a student with
a disability, schools isolate and over-discipline
these students instead, especially students
of color. This goes against a fundamental
purpose of the IDEA: to educate students with
disabilities in the least restrictive environment,
preferably in the general education classroom.
Students with disabilities also have important
protections against the overuse of discipline
that keeps them out of the classroom.
Before a school suspends or expels a student
with a disability, they must hold a hearing
to determine whether the behavior was a
manifestation of the student’s disability.

“

People should
have their rights
transparent.”
Yesenia Y.
Rodriguez,
12th Grade,
Central High
School and Youth
United for Change
Representative

In the Philadelphia School District, girls
with identified disabilities served under the
IDEA were about two times more likely to
be suspended than girls without identified
disabilities (14.8 percent versus 7.5 percent).58
More than one in seven (14.5 percent) Latinas
with identified disabilities served under the
IDEA was suspended in the 2015-16 school
year, and Latinas with identified disabilities
served under the IDEA were more than
twice as likely as white girls with identified
disabilities served under the IDEA to be
suspended.59 In Pennsylvania as a whole,
Latinas with identified disabilities are more
than three times as likely as white girls with
identified disabilities to be suspended.60
Not every student with mental health
disabilities or challenges needs or wants
accommodations, but it is important for all
students to know their rights to determine
what is the best fit for them. Many students
either have no knowledge of their rights or
are misinformed by others. For Latina girls
to be able to succeed in school, there must be
transparency about their rights.
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SIEMPRE
PA ’LANTE:

Philly Can
Lead the Way
Latina students aren’t giving
up on their schools and educations, and neither

should we. Philadelphia is already taking steps to
reimagine what schools can do for students. Following
the lead of Latina students and implementing the
recommendations in this report will help make the city
a leader in promoting supportive school climates that make
all students feel valued, heard, and seen.

School-level leaders,
like principals, should:

• Build a school culture that acknowledges and addresses students’
mental health concerns by:

• C
 reating mental health break spaces co-designed with behavioral
health experts, so students have a meditative place they can go to
refocus and return to class ready to learn.
•	
Establish student peer support circles as a regular part of the
school day to build community between educators and
students, as well as give students the language they need
to express themselves fully.
• R
 evise overly punitive discipline policies and
practices that disproportionately affect Latina
girls, such as dress codes, to ensure that they
do not deprive students of class time or
otherwise push them out of school.
•	
Build a culture of respect by
promptly addressing bullying
and harassment before it
becomes an issue that
deprives students of
educational
opportunities.
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District-level
administrators
should:

•	Build screenings for mental health into existing
practices that exist districtwide, such as the
required health check up with the school nurse
and the annual school climate survey.

• Hold trainings that help educators, counselors,

and parents better understand what students
go through, stop practices that aggravate mental
health concerns, spot warning signs that a
student needs mental health support, know
what to do to make sure students get such
support, and build a positive mental health
culture in school and at home.

• Require schools to adopt culturally-affirming

curriculums that teach students their rights
under state and federal law and allow Latinx
students and other students of color to learn
about things that apply to them, as well as teach
all students about the academic, political and
other contributions that people of color have
had in this country and the world.

Policymakers should:
• Support programs that create pipelines for

Latinx and other people of color to enter into
the teaching and youth mental health
professions.

•	Require schools to train staff on trauma- and

mental health-informed practices and provide
funding for schools and districts to increase
the number and cultural competency of social
workers, psychologists, and mental health
professionals in school.

•	Require schools to inform or teach students

“

about their right to seek accommodations under
special education laws and schools’ duty to
address harassment that creates a hostile learning
environment under federal and state law.

”

Try and never give up.

Natasha Sánchez Otero, 14, 8th Grade
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